Congratulations on your purchase! Your new Microlight has been intelligently designed and engineered using sophisticated LED technology and quality materials to deliver power, compactness and ruggedness for a lifetime of satisfaction. Now you’re ready to light the way anytime, anywhere.

**SWITCH OPERATION**

Activate momentary or constant light.

**BATTERY REPLACEMENT**

**Batteries**: 2016 lithium. Red light uses 2032 lithium.

**Remove Cover**

Place the tip of a pointed object in the indented area shown above and gently lift cover.

**Replace Batteries**

Insert the 2 new batteries (1 for red-lighted model), with positive (+) sides facing up. Slide batteries under contact spring being careful not to bend it. Replace cover.

---

**EXCLUSIONS**

This warranty does not extend to any light damaged by alteration, misuse or battery leakage. Battery expiration and battery leakage are excluded from the warranty and are not considered to be defects in the material or workmanship of the light.

Specifically, Emissive Energy Corp. disclaims any responsibility for incidental or consequential damages. Some jurisdictions in the United States, Australia, and Canada do not allow exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages and/or limitations on transferability, therefore the above limitations and exclusions may not apply to you.

In the United States, Australia, and Canada, this warranty gives you specific legal rights; and you may have other rights which vary from province to province, state to state or country to country. This warranty does not affect the statutory rights of purchasers in the European Union, Norway, Switzerland, or Germany with regard to legal warranty claims, nor in France resulting from the legal warranty against hidden defects.

**WARRANTY CLAIMS**

Send the light along with $2.00 for shipping and handling to:

Emissive Energy Corp., Service Center
135 Circuit Drive,
N. Kingstown, RI 02852 U.S.A.

For your protection and to expedite handling and/or postal claims we recommend that all returns be insured and sent Certified or Registered Mail, Return Receipt Requested. Postage due and freight collect items will not be accepted.

**WARNING**

CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years old.

Keep lithium batteries out of reach of children. Should a battery be swallowed, immediately contact emergency health provider. BATTERY INSTALLATION AND DISPOSAL SHOULD BE HANDLED BY ADULT in accordance with battery manufacturer’s instructions.

**PATENTS**

Manufactured under United States and international patent numbers: US 6,694,605; 6,523,973; 6,530,672; D425,226; TW74337.

Other US and international utility and design patents are pending.

Made in USA with US and imported components. The distinctive shapes, styles, packaging, configurations and overall appearances of all INOVA flashlights and lighting products are trademarks of EMISSIVE ENERGY CORP. The unique bulb configurations, body, and barrel shapes inherently identify them as members of the quality family of INOVA brand products.
INOVA X5®
LED FLOODLIGHT

The X5 packs high performance and extreme durability in a 4.75” anodized aircraft aluminum body crowned with a shockproof stainless steel head that encases 5 super-brilliant LED lamps. Crush-proof to over 2000 pounds, water resistant, and projecting pure light up to 120’, with 2-mile signal visibility, the X5 is a virtually indestructible, incredibly powerful instrument that is ready for just about any task. Its knurled twist-cap and end-button provide responsive control for constant on/off and momentary on operation. The X5 comes with two 20-hour-rated lithium batteries plus lanyard opening and secure ballistic nylon holster for transport.

INOVA X1®
LED SPOTLIGHT

Like the X5, the X1 is a synthesis of design vision, stringent engineering standards and world-class LED technology, but in a sleek barrel shape just 3.9” long by .72” in diameter. This compact tool fits easily in pockets, briefcases, toolboxes and the like, so you can always have light at hand. As for power, the X1 projects a perfect light circle up to 65’ and offers 1-mile signal visibility. Intelligent power regulation means you get constant, full-power light emission for up to 10 hours per AA alkaline battery. Its stainless steel head, aircraft aluminum hard-coat anodized body and quality components make the X1 a trusted companion in extreme environments.

INOVA 24/7®
LED SMARTBRIGHT™

It’s eight lights in one, a command center of 3 steady lights, 4 signal-pattern lights, and finder mode. Now, selecting and positioning the right light for the situation is just a turn of the dial. Engineered and built the INOVA way, the 24/7 projects light up to 75’, offers two-mile signal visibility and operates up to 15,000 hours in finder mode. The compression-sealed polycarbonate/ABS body, featuring a recessed lamp design, shrugs off impact, water, heat and cold. Accessories further enhance the broadband versatility. You can wear or mount the 24/7 with the included stainless steel clip and neck strap plus optional magnetic mount, headband and wall mount. The 24/7 also stands upright or on its side.